
 Design Process
A process of organization and planning that will strengthen your 
problem solving skills and bring greater depth to your design solutions.

Brainstorming and Mind-mapping
—Record everything that comes to mind when thinking of the subject.
Spin out from there using association don’t self edit there are no wrong 
answers, no answers too crazy, etc.

Thumbnails
—Using the ideas developed in the previous step work out several ideas
in small format drawings. You don’t need to worry about color or cleaning the 
image up on a computer at this point, remember you have a lot of ideas and 
only a few are going to make it to the next step of the process.

Comprehensive Rough
—We like to call them rough comps for short. Taking the best ideas developed 
in the thumbnail stage to a more refined solution. This is the stage you will work 
out the details such as color and size you may choose to use the computer or 
hand sketch out the design depending on the project. The project should be full-
sized: the same size the final will be.

Final Rough
—This stage is where you choose your best solution from the previous
stage to fine tune normally done on the computer, test it on a real audience,
get input, make changes, make it even better!.

Final
—Create a finished digital design.

Steps to a successful project

1. Mind mapping or brainstorm as many ideas as you can pertaining to
the subject.

2. Create 10-20 thumbnails that explore the ideas developed in previous step.

3. Choose two best thumbnails and develop further on the “Roughs” sheet.

4. Pick the best solution and sketch a “Final rough”.

5. Create actual final finished art.

6. Prepare final for presentation (normally this is a black portfolio board, 
and uploaded to your “Who Am I “ page.
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